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ABSTRACT 

\ 
We discuss the relationship, in quantum chromodynamics, between 

. - constituent interchange (CIM) processes (e.g. qM -+ qM) and the most ele- 

mentary QCD processes, such as qq -+ qq, as manifested in single particle 

inclusive production at high transverse momentum, PT' Based on the "sub- 

process expansion" the CIM contributions are seen to be the next to leading 

terms in an asymptotic expansion of the cross section, pi8 (or p,12) be- 

havior vs. pi4 for the elementary subprocesses. We explore the systematic 

features of the transition from CIM behavior to pG4 behavior with increas- 

ing pT. Marked variations with trigger particle type (7~, K-, p or 6) and 

beam type (PP, 
+ IT p and IT-P) emerge. 
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INTRODUCTION 

High transverse momentum single particle cross sections are recog- 
-c, 

nized as a powerful probe of the short distance properties of the strong 

interactions. In the context of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) such cross 

sections should exhibit scaling'behavior for asymptotically large trans- 

verse momentum, 1 
PT: 

90° c.m. 
E -$$A+B-+c+~) S -$ FC2 p,/G = .x,1 

(Corrections due to scale breaking 2,334 are potentially capable of alter- 

ing this form somewhat.) This behavior arises from the most elementary 

scattering mechanisms at the quark gluon leve13-e.g. qq +- qq. For moder- 

ate values of pT it is clear, however, that other mechanisms with more 

rapidly damped pT behavior could become important. The purpose of this 

paper is to systematically discuss the various terms in an asymptotic 

series approximation to the inclusive cross section. In addition to the 

elementary QCD (p -4 
T ) contributions we find that only the contituent inter- 

change5 (CIM) contributions(which yield pi8 -12 behavior for mesons and pT 

behavior for baryons) are of significant importance. 

For power low behaved theories, such as QCD, each term in the ex- 

pansion series corresponds to a different region of the loop and phase 

space integration variables of the various Feynman diagrams contributing 

to production of a given particle and may be associated with a large 

momentum transfer subprocess as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

In this figure low pT secondary particles a and b, emitted from A 

and B respectively, scatter at large angles to produce c which fragments 

to c. By carefully including all subprocesses a+b-+c+d and using complete 
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probability distributions G a,Acx,) 3 Gb/B c%) ? and DC/c(Xc) 

etc.) we include, in principle, the effects of all Feynman diagrams. Two 

(xa=PahA 

‘exampres of this process are given in Fig. 2a and 2b for quark production 

at high pT. 

In Fig. 2a we show for quark production how two regions of-phase 

space for a given diagram correspond to the distinct subprocesses 

qq -+ qq, with a radiated gluon at low pT, and qg + qg where the radiated 

gluon is now the high pT balance of the produced quark and thus part of 

the subprocess. Phrased differently we can say that one of the inter- 

acting quarks in the qq -f qq subprocess can itself have large fluctuations 
4 

in 3 C its transverse momentum relative to the beam) as a result of the 

prior emission of a hard gluon; the leading asymptotic limit of this high 

kT tail corresponds to the qg -+ qg subprocess. Both subprocesses lead to 

pi4 behavior in the cross section. 

In Fig. 2b the large kT fluctuations of one of the interacting quarks 

in a qq 
-6 -t qq subprocess correspond to the subprocess gM -f qq which by 

dimensional counting7 leads to a term with pi6 behavior in the asymptotic 

expansion series for the cross section. This illustrates how the sub- 

process expansion can be used to systematically obtain contributions to 

the inclusive cross section which have non-leading behavior and will be 

important at moderate pT. This subprocess expansion method has been 

verified for certain $3 models; 8 inclusion of all subprocesses gives an 

excellent representation of the full Feynman amplitude so long as pT is 

substantially larger than the (short distance) masses of the particles 

involved. 
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Thus to obtain an expression for a single particle cross section 

which is reliable at moderate as well as high pT we need to know which 

subprozsses will yield substantial contributions. The important cases 

are: 

subprocesses: 3 

qg -f gq + crossed versions 

gg -+ gg 

The only reason these do not dominate over most of the pT range is that 

the observed hadron C must emerge as a fragment of a quark or gluon. The 

fragmentation leads to a severe numerical suppression' (by a factor of 

100-1000). Quark and gluon jet cross sections are not suppressed in this 

manner. 

b) pi6 subprocesses: 6 

gq + Mq + crossed versions 

These are potentially large since an observed meson may be produced 

directly without fragmentation suppression. However gauge invariance for 

the external gluon combined with the color singlet nature of M can be 

shown to lead to a subtle cancellation which makes these subprocesses 

insignificant. 

Cl Constituent interchange subprocesses (pi8 and pT . -12).10,11 

qB + qB + crossed versions 

q(Q) -f MB 

These have been discussed in a recent paper5 (hereafter called I). Their 

contributions are normalized by determining: a) the hadron vertex couplings 
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which appear (s ~2 GeV2 and uB % 10 GeV4 for the qq + M and 

q(2q) -+ B vertices, respectively); and b) the various required distri- 

buti& functions GN,p,Gq,p, 
GBl~ etc* "' 

.Again these contributions 

are significant at moderate pT because the observed hadrons (mesons or 

baryons) can be-produced directly, without -fragmentation suppression and 

because the % and aB coupling constants are big. 

We have not considered carefully the following subprocesses: 

i> gq -+ (2q){: this pi6 process is suppressed (for meson production) 

relative to gq -t Mq by final fragmentation; in addition, the coupling 

constant describing the qq -j. (24) vertex, 02q, is presumably much smaller 

than %* This is because the u's are proportional to the wave function 

at the origin squared. A (2q) state is presumably unbound or only weakly 

bound in comparison to a color singlet meson state so that I$J(~~~)(O)I<<\$~(O)I. 

On the other hand, the subtle gauge invariance cancellation which occurs 

for gq -f Mq will be absent. 

ii) q(2q) -+ (2q)q: this py8 subprocess is suppressed for the same 

reasons as (i) and, in addition, does not become enhanced, as pT increases, 

relative to the qM + qM CIM subprocess with the same pT,behavior. 

-10 iii) pT subprocesses such as g(2q) -+ B<: We presume that gauge 

invariance yields cancellations analogous to those found in gq -+ Mq. 

We will ignore asymptotic freedom (ASF) type modifications and dis- 

cuss computations within an exact scaling framework. It has been claimed 

in the literature 2,'3,4 that scaling violations should be expected since 

the distribution functions G a/A' Gb/B and D 
c/c 

when defined by deep in- 

elastic type probes do not scale and since the subprocess cross section 

will have corrections from higher order virtual gluons as incorporated in 
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the moving coupling constant. This "factorized" method of computi,ng ASF 

corrections, though apparently correct to first order 12 in a 
S’ 

is not 
c, 

obviously the full story. There are virtual gluon corrections of many 

types to the subprocess, virtual gluon connections between subprocess 

diagrams and distribution function diagrams and real gluon emission of 

many types. It is not inconceivable that the net correction could be 

very small i.e. that the factorized approach breaks down in higher order 

calculations. In e+e- annihilation to a q-q pair virtual gluon correc- 

tions (i.e. the gluons do not appear in the final state) lead to a sharp 

modification of the expected scaling behavior while real gluon final 

states compensate leading to the well known exact scaling for oe+e-+hadrons. 

We do not know how to handle the full complexity of the QCD structure yet 

and thus the approach here is to retain the simplicity of exact scaling 

and dimensional counting; dimensional counting does yield excellent 

descriptions of elastic cross sections and form factor behaviors. l3 In 

general scaling violations alone (i.e. without the kT fluctuations 

incorporated in the subprocess expansion) are not capable of explaining 

the low to moderate pT inclusive data in any case. 

The new features of this paper will include a careful treatment of 

all QCD (I+-~) contributions for both IT and p beams and a careful dis- 

cussion of the CIM contributions for r and p beams to exotic channels 

such as i production which turn out to be very interesting. We will 

present a complete summary for all inclusive particle trigger types and 

systematically discuss the transition from pi8 (or pT -12) CIM behavior 

to pi4 QCD behavior. The most significant results are: 
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a) The CIM naturally describes both the pT behavior and normaliza- 

tion of all measured single particle cross sections in the moderate pT 

range? This was shown for r and p production in I and is extended to 5 

and K- production here. Resort to large arbitrary transverse quark or 

gluon momentum fluctuation corrections4 to the pi4 subprocesses is not 

required; the CIM and QCD contributions systematically organize and 

normalize all such effects via the subprocess expansion. In fact the 

s&process expansion approach predicts a big difference between p and i 

-_ 

trigger subasymptotic contributions (behaving as pT in the CIM) compared 

to those for r or K triggers (with pG8 behavior). Such a difference 

appears awkward from the simpler fluctuation point-of-view since to first 

approximation the fluctuations of the colliding quarks and gluons would 

not depend on trigger type. 14 

b) At higher pT the pi4 contributions do become dominant. The point 

of crossover where 

E$$ (CIM) = E $$ (pi4) 

exhibits interesting dependence on beam and trigger type. For instance, 

for f; production the pi4 subprocesses take over by ~~~4.5 GeV/c even at 

FNAL energies at which 71 production is always CIM dominated. 

c) Large ratios within the CIM dominated realm are predicted for 

E&(ap+jjX)/E~ (PP+i% 

Values as high as 30 are typical and would certainly confirm the correct- 

ness of the CIM approach; much smaller ratios are predicted for the QCD 

contributions. 
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Our calculations will be performed usi,ng the analytic techniques of 

I. These techniques require using simplified forms for distribution 

functflns and are in general accurate to within 50% by the time all approx- 

imation inaccuracies are taken into account. In the extended calculations 

of this paper some additional ingredients are required which should be 

regarded as having slightly larger errors than this: 

i) gluon fragmentation functions, which appear for many pi4 sub- 

processes: 
Dp/g~ Qg, DTqg' -a- - 

The shapes are determined by dimensional counting but their normalization 

should be regarded as uncertain by a factor of 2; and 

ii) The distribution function G 
B/P 

which is prominent in the CIM 

contributions to p' production. Again a factor of 2 uncertainty should be 

assigned; however G- 
B/P 

cancels out in the (ITP -t p)/(pp -t 6) ratio referred 

to earlier, which is thus an especially interesting test of the CIM frame- 

work. 

In general the reader should take precise numerical values given for 

cross sections as accurate to within a factor of 2. The emphasis of this 

paper will be on the overall systematics of the CIM (P,', PT -12hQCD (P,~> 

crossover and on global features of the two domains which are not crit- 

ically dependent on exact numerology. These results are reviewed in Ref. 6. 

The organization of the paper is as follows: 

Section I, "Ingredients": this section is divided into four parts. 

The subprocess differential cross sections, distribution functions, and 

quark/gluon decay functions are discussed in turn. The section ends with 

a quick review of the analytical calculational methods developed in I. 
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Set tion II, "Results": this section is divided into three parts. 

Explicit expressions for all cross sections are given in the first part. 

The stirce of the various contributing terms is indicated. Quark/gluon 

'7 et" cross sections are also quoted. In the second part the interesting 

features of the -single particle.cross sections are illuminated with 

emphasis on the features a] - c) mentioned earlier. The third part dis- 

cusses jet cross sections. 
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I. INGREDIENTS 

Within the subprocess 

sectiozis calculated as a 

Fig. 1. Each contribution 

expansion framework a high pT inclusive cross 

sum of contributions of the type illustrated in 

takes the form 

E f$- -= ; J”Xa d”6 G;,A(Xa)Gb,B(<) $- DC,$xc) - 

s^ 6(;+G-G) da 
ab+cd 

df 
(3,f,3 _ 

s=xs s ab 

(1) 

t^=xa/xc t 

To calculate such a contribution we need to know: 
ab+cd - 

a> The scattering subprocess cross section do - both 
d; 

normalization and angular dependence; 

b) The distribution functions G a/A (Gb/B ) describing the proba- 

bility of finding secondary a(b) in primary A(B) with light-cone momen- 

tum fraction x ( axb ); and 

c) The decay probability function D c,c describing the emission of 

C from c as a function of the light-cone momentum fraction of C relative 

to c. If C participates in the subprocess, i.e. is produced "promptly", 

this last, "fragmentation" stage, is omitted. 

A. Subprocess Cross Sections 

We begin by tabulating all the required subprocess differential cross 

sections yielding pi4, pG8 -12 
and PT 

do behavior for E q . Subprocesses 

yielding intermediate powers, such as gq+Mq (pg6), are known to be small 

contributors as mentioned in the introduction. 6 The expressions, appear- 

ing in Table 1, were calculated3'5 for a spin l/2 quark, spin 1 gluon model. 
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The many crossed versions of the tabulated cross sections are easily 

obtained. All cross sections are averaged over initial color configur- 

ations: Diquarks entering a hadron vertex are necessarily in a color 

triplet; thus we will later determine the color triplet portion of di- 

quark distributions. We will be concentrating on production at-9O0 in 

the center of mass. Equation (1) can be shown to imply at 900 that 

2pT as x T = - 
& 

+-1 and also for a substantial range of xT away 

from zero. Thus we may simplify the cross sections as in Table 2 where we 

now specify a variety of crossings. The ab . . . labelings will be useful 

later. The relative sizes of the various subprocesses within a class are 

made more apparent in this manner. We parameterize the subprocess forms 

of Table 2 as 

dogo0 900 
- 
dt^ 

(ab -t cd) = r z 
LN 

(-2) 

The cross section magnitudes are determined by the hadron vertex 

couplings c1 B and % which describe, respectively, the coupling of 

p + d(uu) and r + -f ua per color of the quarks. They were determined in 

I in three independent ways: from elastic scattering normalizations, from 

form factor normalizations and from momentum sum rule constraints. A11 

three determinations yielded consistent values for both c1 B and 94: 

aB Q, 10 GeV4 
(34 

As in I we also adopt the diquark mass value Miff Q 1 GeV2 (which appears 

in the q 2q + BM subprocesses). Note that inq 2q -t BM etc. the 2q must 

be in a color triplet state. The quoted cross section is per color of 
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the color triplet 2q. We will ultimately find that the standard quark 

gluon coupling at large momentum transfers is of order -. 

gs2 
a 7--15 (3b) 

S 4n - 

At this point we also mention a subtlety which will be incorporated 

in our later calculations. -12 It arises only for pT contributions (Class I). 

Due to the indistinguishability of identical quarks coherence factors 

arise. For example consider up -f up versus dp -+ dp via the ut topology 

illustrated under Class I in Table 1. The amplitude for up -+ up contains 

an extra coherence factor N coh=2 relative to dp -+ dp. (Either of the u 

quarks in the proton can attach to the external u's,) As a consequence 

$f (up -f up) = NEoh g (dp + dp) = 4 g (dp + dp) 

As another example, for ut topologies 

2 (dA* 
do 

+uP) = 3 dt (dp -f dp) 

in the SU(6) symmetry limit. 

B. Distribution Functions 

Next we turn to the distribution functions, G. Many of these have 

already been discussed in I but we shall also require a number of new 

ones. Each G is assumed to have a simplified form 

fa/A Na/A(lSga/A 1 C1-xa) 
ga/A x ,; 

a a 

xa G a,@a) = 

fa/ANa/A (.l+g,,A> cl-;;,) 
ga/A 

Xa4 a (4) 

Na/A = 
ga/A 

I 

-1 
Ga) (1-b G > a/A a 
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Here f 
a/A 

is the fraction of A's momentum carried by a, g 
a/A 

is the di- 

mensional counting determined power damping as x +l, 
a and N a,A is a shape -. 

factor%hich accounts for the fact that, typically, x G a a,A does not rise 

monotonically to its x 
a -f 0 limit, but rather flattens out (perhaps even 

falling) in the smallx a region.. This behavior is related to the presence 

of contributions to a given G a,A from non-minimal Fock components of A; 

for example G 
u/P 

receives contributions from 3, 5, . . . (qqq, qqq(qq), . ..) 

quark components of the p. The approximation Eq. (.4) which includes all 

such components is a simple way of incorporating this effect. Our goal 

is to obtain inclusive cross section normalizations to within a factor of 

two, for which this procedure is entirely adequate. A tabular summary of 

the cases of interest appears in Table 3 for both pion and proton primaries. 

For secondary quarks or gluons with non zero color we quote the "per 

color" distribution function. For instance the full momentum carried by 

u quarks in the proton is 

c f 
u/p = .3 

colors 

For secondary 2q (27)'s we quote the distribution for a 2q (2;) to be 

in a color triplet state of given color. For secondary hadrons the mo- 

mentum fractions are those carried by a secondary of one specific type; 

overlapping ways of obtaining the secondary at the minimal Fock state 

level are not included. For instance, in the case of f 
M/P 

we could 

-I- consider M=K . Such a secondary meson must come from (at least) a 5 quark 

uud da Fock state of the proton. In this state one of the ua pairings 

carries this Fock state's contribution to f + * the other ua pairing is 
TT /P' 

not included in defining the f + 
-IT IP 

normalization parameter. In the case 

Of GB/,+ we can consider B=p. A minimal Fock state is ua uu da. There 
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is only one way to obtain the p state at this minimal level. At the level 

of higher Fock states the overlap problem becomes more complicated; we 

will use the minimal Fock state prescriptions. 

These considerations become important in high pT reactions where we 

must, in general; include all possible ways of obtaining a secondary 

(carrying a given momentum fraction) from the primary beam-each extrac- 

tion represents a distinct subprocess contribution. Thus in T+ production 

in proton-proton collisions the CIM subprocesses IT'S -t IT'S require that 

we include all ways of obtaining the initial + 71 from a proton beam. Thus 

we sum separately over the two pairings of the a (in the uuddz state) with 

+ a u quark (uud ss and uud UC pair states make no contribution to 7~ 

emission). The da combinations are also two in number. Each of the four 

meson-like states is characterized by the "non-overlap" momentum fraction 

of Table 3, fM,p= .l, yielding an effective contribution from mesons 

containing a 7 of 4 times this "non-overlap" value. For more discussion 

see I. 

Many of the entries of the Table have appeared in Reference 1. We 

concentrate on those not previously considered. These are 

Gg/p Gg/M GB/p GG or B/IT G24/p G2q or 241~ . 

In all cases we use the dimensional counting constraint 15 

G afACX) 
x ;t l (1-x)2n; + "s 

p.R.f. _ 1 (5) 

h where n 
S 

is the number of quark spectators to the emission of a which were 

p.R.f. part of the original A Fock state and ns is the number of fermions 
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produced through point-like couplings during the emission of secondary a - 

-gluon spectators are not counted. As an example consider the case of g -. 

emisstin for which there are two possibilities: 

4 the gluon is part of the original Fock state of p or ~,(see Fig. 3a), 

h 
{ 

2 71 n = 
S 3 P 

and 
,PJ.f. = 0 . 

S 

b) the gluon is emitted in point-like fashion from one of the quarks 

(see Fig. 3b), 

and 

,P.R.f. = 1 . 
S 

. - We adopt prescription b) so that 

G 
g/P 

'L (l-x)4 

G 
g/r 

% (l-x>2 

(6) 

Prescription a) yields substantially different inclusive spectra, for sub- 

processes involving gluons, only near the phase space boundary xT + 1 

(at 90' c.m.) where qq -+ qq scattering is generally more important anyway. 

We assume that there is no shape factor, gg=O, and normalize the total gluon 

momentum fraction to 50% 

c f g/p or n = .5 
colors 

In the quark-gluon basis the total proton momentum is then 

c f 
4/P 

+ T-- f 
/1 

q=uds u";is 
g/P 

= 1.12 
colors 

(7) 

(8) 

colors 
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versus the theoretical constraint of 1. Because of the nature of the 

shape factor approximations etc. we regard this as acceptable. _. 

- -' The g and 2q/p distributions are determined by a combination of con- 

straints. 

a) Pomeron theorem; B=% at x=0 and 2q=2;f at x=0; 

b) Dimensional counting which implies 

gQP = 11 g2gp = 9 (9) 

c) Reasonable shape factor choices; the value of xa is chosen to be 

somewhat below the value of Xa at the quasi elastic or weak binding limit 

peak 
n 

.A a 
Xquasi-elastic = n(ZA) + n a 

in the minimal Fock state. Here n(a) is the minimum number of quarks in 

an aA overlap state and na the number in a itself. Further discussion 

. - appears in I. 

As an example, we use our earlier determination of G 
B/P 

from momentum 

sum rule constraints etc. (see I) and g- 
B/P 

= 11 to determine fkip from the 

x=0 constraint equation based on a) above, 

(' + gB/p) fB/p NB/p (l-&B/p) 
gB/p 

(10) 
A 

= (1 + EQp ) fgj,p NE/~ Cl-~jj,~) 
gE/p 

which implies 

fij/, = .02 
(1 + 11 4B,p) 

(11) 
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The naive value for i- 1 Blp is 3/9 = 3 and we choose f- 
B/P 

= .2 which yields 

NB/P 
= 3.6 and fE,p = .06. Clearly one is sensitive to the 4- 

B/P 
choice 

because-of the large g- 
B/P 

value. In particular for the region x5;- 
B/P 

(probed at high p,) 

(.1-X) gB'p 
GB/p(~) = (1 + i~,~) fg/p Ng/p - 

- 
X 

-. 

(12) 

.24 = (l-x)ll 

(.I-Xjqp) l l x 

indicating that one should regard G- 
B/P 

as uncertain to a factor of 2 or 3 

in this region. 
G2s/P 

is determined from the G 
2q,p 

parameters of I and 

Table 3 in a similar way. We again emphasize that the 2q (2:) from the p 

is presumed to be in a color triplet state (as is necessary for the 2q in 

the valence Fock state); the distribution is per color of the triplet 

state. Note also that a color singlet "exotic" meson (K- is an important . - 

example) will have the same distribution parameters as for the triplet 2; 

of given color; the same minimal Fock state is required and the color fac- 

tors work out to be the same. 16 

G B,B/?r is determined by noting that in the proton case 

lim x GM/p(x) = lim x GBjp(x) = .24 (13) 
x+0 .x -t 0 

which physically means that sufficiently slow moving particles of these 

basic types may be extracted with equal ease (despite the difference in the 

number of quarks contained) from the infinite "sea" of slow or "wee" qs 

pairs. Since we have already, in I, given a rough estimate for G M/IT we 

retain it and use the constraint 
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.18 = ,li+mo "GM/, (X) = xlyoxGB or q$d , (14) - 
-. 

c, 

combined with dimensional counting and a reasonable shape factor (or 4 B/J 

choice, to determine the G B or E/a normalization. Note that 

1i.m “GM or B,?r(x) < lim xGM or B/p(x) 
x-to x-to 

as for quarks. i & G 
3 (ut-d)/p= (q+i)h 

at x=0 as anticipated from 
I 

quark counting total cross section relationships. Of course one might 

choose to enforce quark counting relations more rigorously by requiring 

. lim xGMlr = $ lim xGBjT = $ lim "GM/P = $ lim- xGBlp (15) 
x-to x+0 x -+o x +o 

(Recall that the x -t 0 limit of G a/A 
is determined by a certain integral 

over the off shell & cross section.) If we did this and retained the G 

value of Table 3 a 30% increase in the value of f 
B/P 

would be required. 

Of course one could additionally choose a smaller 4 
B/P 

value so as to 

leave the x>G behavior of G 
B/P 

unchanged from that given by the parameters 

of Table 3. This illustrates the typical uncertainties which one should 

associate with these distribution functions. 

Finally G 2q or 2,/m is determined by the same principles: dimensional 

counting, reasonable G2q,p choice and the x -+ 0 constraint 

lim xG2qln (x) = lim 
x-to x-to xGM or B/T(~) (16) 

Alternatively it is clear that the same pion Fock states which contain a 

secondary meson also contain a 2q and 2: pair and that one, therefore, 

expects 
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G2q/s cd = GM/? (4 (.17) - 

for a even 2q and M choice provided both the 2q and the M have one quark 

or antiquark in common with the yalance 7~ state. The above naive arguments 

appear to neglect-color. However to good approximation.the probability of 

finding a color singlet secondary meson is the same as that for finding 

a diquark or anti-diquark in a color triplet state of given color. 

(Recall again that only color j(3), 2q(2q) combinations enter into CIM 

subprocesses.) 

Finally we note that fragmentation functions do not appear to satis- 

fy some of the theoretical constraints. For example, the quark distri- 

butions u/p and u/p appear to lead to a divergent expression for the 

charge constraint 

. - c /l( G 
color 0 u,p(x) - Gu/p (x)) dx = 1 

since they violate the Pomeron constraint 

lim xGulp(x) = lim xG;,~(x) 
x-to x +o 

(18) 

(19) 

However it is clear that xG u,p Cd h as a large quasi-elastic peak and, as 

a consequence, falls as x + 0. As discussed in Appendix A, it is very 

easy to incorporate this fall off at very small x in such a way as to 

satisfy both the above constraints without altering the large x (x>i) 

behaviors of G 
u/P 

a$ G- 
u/P 

which determine the high pT results for 

2pT 
XT = 7 > 4 and which, in turn, are determined by the experimentally 

well known momentum fractions f 
u/P 

and f- u/p - 
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C. Quark and Gluon Decay Functions 

Next we turn to a discussion of the fragmentation functions D 
c/cCZ) l 

We adqt a simple parameterization 

gC/C 
D c,cCz) = Qc (l-'; (20) 

As always gc,c is determined by dimensional counting which controls the 

z + 1 behavior. The d's will be determined from experiment where possible 

and otherwise by theoretical constraints. Each D is per color of c. D 

includes all ways of obtaining C from c including decay via all inter- 

mediate unstable particle resonances etc. This is the reason why no 

flattening of z D 
c/c 

as z -f 0 is incorporated-the resonance etc. contri- 

butions fill in the small z region. We are mainly interested in the 

large z behavior, in any case, as the trigger bias effect implies that 

the trigger particle C at high pT takes most of the momentum of c. How- 

ever the small z behavior will be useful in relating quark decay functions 

to those for gluons. 

The quark decay functions are easily determined from experiment. 17 

Within the framework of the form Eq. (20) we will assume that 

dfi,u = dtild = d,-,U = . . . corresponding to equal numbers of soft pions 

of any type in any quark. (Th is is the decay analogue of the Pomeron 

theorem for distribution functions.) We employ dimensional counting 

%+/I3 
= 1, g 

T-/U 
= 5, gr+ld = 5 etc.. The gnmiu = 5 value neglects 

possible resonance background, u -f P + 7~-, which could yieid gV-,u = 2 

as the leading term. Our high pT results are not sensitive to this as 

for any meson trigger there is always a leading g=l contribution-for 

example a d quark for T- production. Higher g values are dramatically 
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suppressed by the trigger bias effect. (Only in a case like IT+ + T + + 7-r-x 

would these background terms be important-there being no valence d quark 

to fragment to the r-.) With these ingredients we find 

-. 

lvalence q 
d -= 

any given charged T/any q or q (21) 
5 non-valence q 

per color of the q or 4, (IT' is taken as $ (n' + IT-)). The resulting fit 

to experimental data is shown in Fig. 4a, neglecting charmed particle 

decays into pions. While not perfect in the middle z range, it is good 

as either z -+ 0 or z + 1. The middle z range (-to which we are not sensi- 

tive) is easily fixed up by including the u +P -+ IT- type contributions 

with (.l-~)~ behavior, just discussed. Kaons are incorporated by assuming 
- 

SU(3) symmetry (which may overestimate their contributions somewhat)-e.g. 

dtilu = dti,u . . . . 

The baryon d's are based on the experimental e+e- -f i annihilation 

data.17 In order to account for the z + lvalence ratios and dimensional 

counting powers we take 

d 
P/u 

= d- _ = 1 
P/u 

dpld = dp,;i = .5 g=3 (22) 

for the leading z -+ 1 terms. However the z + 0 limit requires a background 

term in D 
p/d 

and DE,a characterized by 

d' P,d = d'--,; = .5 g=7 (23) 

(the 7 corresponding to the 3q q6 type baryon state's dimensional counting 

leading power) so that 

z”“. Dp,d(-z) = z”po Dplu(z) (24) 
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Thus 

D (l-d3 D 
P/U = l z p/d = '5 z * z 

(l-d3 + 5 (l-z)7 
(25) -. 

and so on, Similarly for non valence quarks we assume all things are 

equally likely as z -t 0 so that 

D p,u = D--,, = . . . = w-47 
Z 

(26) 

The fit to i)' production in e+e- annihilation (which determines the over- 

all normalization incorporated in Eqs. (25) and (26)) is shown in Fig. 4b 

and is surprisingly good. 

At this point we may determine the total momentum carried by "stable" 

hadrons which are decay products of a given quark. (For the purpose of our 

high pT phenomenlogy we wish to let the quark decay to its "stable" content.) 

The momentum fraction is given by 

dC/C 
f c/c = 1 -I- g 

c/c 

so that (assuming that m" = 1 2 (IT+ + T-) and that KS feeds the IT channels) 

(27) 

d 
=p/u+ 

d 
Cf 
H H./u 4 

n/u + 
4 

1 1 

+ dK-/u + 7% 7% 
o/u 

d- 
n/u -- 

6 2 
o/u + 

6 
+ di;/u + 

6 8 

(28) 

= 1.56 
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Theoretically the number should be 1. Clearly the kaon's are overesti- 

mated and perhaps also the antibaryons. Given the approximate nature of -. 

our pammetrization the result is again remarkably good. The high pT pre- 

dictions will of course be sensitive only to the valence type distribu- 

tions at large z which are in quite good agreement with.data as we have seen. 

Turning now to the gluons we are, of course, faced with a distinct 

lack of data. Our determination of the decay distributions will be 

theoretical. There are two major ingredients. 

First is the color separation model of Ref. 18 which states that the 

logarithmic coefficient for the charged multiplicity of a gluon jet should 

be 9/4 that of a quark jet. This will be used to determine the z + d 

behavior of D 
M/g 

and DBig. The coefficient of i in D A/g@A/i) gives the 

coefficient of the logarithm in <n> A for a gluon (quark) jet. 

Second we employ dimensional counting and a point-like gluon coupling 

in our calculations. We begin by reminding the reader that the distribu- 

tion for a gluon to turn into a q or 4 by the point-like QCD virtual pair 

diagram is 19 

z-t1 

Dd!!z (z) a 1 + (l-2)2; 09 > 

the first term is related to the quark helicity non flip transition for 

the crossed reaction q + q + g while the second term corresponds to the 

quark helicity flip possibility. In our point-like emission picture 

this type of distribution underlies the emission of a hadron from a gluon- 

first a q4 pair is created and then the q or 5 picks up additional quarks 

from the vacuum to form the observed hadron. These additional quarks 

(1 for a meson-2 for a baryon) give rise to an equal number of hadronic 

spectators; in addition we have the 1 unused point-like fermion q or i 
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spectator which was part of the initial pair. Thus we incorporate dimen- _ 

sional counting and the two distinct z + 1 behaviors (and their relative 

coefficient) through the forms 
20 

DM/g = dM/g 
cl-d2 + (.&-z)~ h = 1 ,p.R.f. = 1 _ n z z I S S 

(30) 

DB/g = dB/g 
-- + (.1-z) 6 1 nh 

z S 

=, 2 ny.f. = 2 

with the z -f 0 limits 

lim ' DM(B)/g = 2dM(B)/g 
2 -to 

(31) 

Our charged multiplicity constraints are (separating baryons from 

mesons and using a u quark jet) 

9 
-c [ 

<n> + 
7F /u 

+ -a> IT-/u + -x+/u + "K-/u I 

= <n> + 
,n lg 

+ <n> 
r-/g + -K+/g + -K-/g 

and 

2. 
4 I <n'p/u + <x-i>- 

P/u 1 
(33) 

= <n'P/g + -ih 

The notation <n> actually refers to the coefficient of the logarithm in 

<n>. They become 

$d 
I n”lU 

+d r-/u + dJ.C+/u + dK-/u 1 
(34) 

7T+/g 
+d 

r-/g + dwg + dK-/g 1 
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and 

P/f4 + dp/g 1 (35) 
-. 

Noting that, of course, d 
r+/g 

=d- 
IT /g 

and d d- 
p/g = P/g 

and assuming SUC3) 

symmetry dti,g = dK-,g r d7it,g we obtain 

(36) 

and 

d 18 
p/g = 16 (37) 

We adopt the crude values of .5 and .9 respectively--both d's are almost 

certainly overestimated above as we see below. 

We may check the stable hadron momentum content of the gluon 

g fH/g = ( dp/g ’ dn/g + dp/g + d& + -3 (38) 

+ d7f/g + dn-yg + drCt-/g + dK-/g + dr"/g 
1 

+ yd(Ko + g')/g 

(The two numbers in parenthesis are from the helicity non-flip and flip 

terms respectively). Using .5 for all meson d's and .9 for all baryon d's 

yields 
Baryons Mesons 

; fH/g = 1.2 + 1.6 (39) 

indicating that our naive determinations yield too much momentum per hadron. 

Since we are not certain where to apply a correction we retain the naive 

values 
+Mlg = 

.5 and dB,g = .9 in future calculations. However the reader 

should keep in mind that the gluon decay contributions may be too large 

by roughly a factor of two. Of course high pT experiment probes only the 

(l-z>2 and (l-~)~ terms for g -f M and g -t B respectively which could still 
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be correct. CFor instance by discarding the nonleading terms only, 

Cl-z)4 and (l-~)~ for g -+M and g + B, the momentum sum becomes 1.7 and 

the tmretical constraint is considerably closer to being satisfied.) 

Also one sh_ould keep in mind that both the quark and gluon momentum con- 

tents are somewhat too.large; reduction of both can be counteracted by 

an increase in the value of as which is a yet to be determined parameter 

of the pG4 reactions yielding quark and gluon jets. The general systematics 

which we hope to reveal are not, in any case, sensitive to factors of 2. 

Thus our effective results for high pT calculations, keeping only 

leading z -f 1 terms,because of severe trigger bias suppression of non- 

leading terms,are given in Table 4. Results not listed are to be obtained 

by SU(?),su(2), or charge conjugation, e.g. D 
+/u = D -1: = D -Id = -** ' 

D. Calculational Techniques 

In I a simple analytic result for E da 
sfl' 

as given by Equation (1) 

was derived. Using the distribution, subprocess and decay function forms 

previously discussed we may summarize the results for 90' c.m. as follows: 

a> First consider production of c at 90' c.m. We find that the 
A 

contribution of a given subprocess is given by (for x T z 'a> %' 

(40) 

where N is that of the ab + cd subprocess, Eq. (2), F=l + g a/A + gb/B and 

r u+g 
I 

c/AB 
a/A) r @+g,.& 22+ga/A+pb/f2N 

= k21goo fa/A fb/B rC2+g,,,+g,,,) 
(41) 
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Typical values of xa and xb in the convolution, Eq. (I.), are also found 

to be of order x T, i.e. we are sensitive to the middle ranges of xa and 

%* - 

b) If there is a final quark or gluon fragmentation c + C then we 

compute E -d& (AB 
dp 

-+ cxj starting 

ab + cd 

ETcq do (AB +CX) = 

from the form Eq. (41) and obtain 

I c/AB 

r (.l+gc , c > r @+l > 
N2+F+gC,c) j (XT> 

where 

(42) 

(43) 

. - 
Typical values of xc in Eq. (1) (i.e. z of Eq. (20)) are of order 

F 
F+g 

+ gc/c 

c/c F+gC/c 
xT i.e. very near 1 for F>>g C/c' This shows why the exact 

z + 1 behavior of D c/c Cz) is so critical. 

As xT + 1 j(xT) -f 1,and we see that the result is especially simple 

for our two typical meson choices gc,c=l and 2. The trigger bias sup- 

pression factor coming from the r functions is 

(F+2;(F+l) gc/c = 
1 (quark) 

C = meson 

(F+3)(F:2)(F+l) gc/c = 2 (gluon) . 

(44) 
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For baryons the standard values are gc,c 33 and 4 for which the r function _ e 

factor is -. 
c, 

k/c = 3 (quark) 

C = baryon (45) 

(F+5)(F+4)$3)(F+2)(.F+l) gc/c = 4 kluod 

It is clear that these are progressively smaller numbers. 

c> If C can be produced by a given subprocess without fragmentation 

(i.e. promptly), as for CIM contributions, and can also be produced as a 

decay product of a resonance which can be produced promptly by the same 

subprocess then we include a total/prompt ratio, T/P. It accounts for 

this resonance feed through relative to the prompt production cross section 

. - for the trigger particle. We will see that for mesons T/P is of order 2 

while for baryons T/P 51.2. Such ratios represent the result of a large 

number of contributing resonances (decaying to a given meson or baryon 

trigger) each suppressed by the type of fragmentation trigger bias effect 

discussed under b). Further discussion appears in I. It should be noted 

that we use the same T/P for direct processes as for indirect processes. 

Direct processes are slightly more restrictive as to what resonances may 

be produced so that in a finer comparison one might wish to decrease T/P 

for the direct processes. 
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11. RESULTS 

A. Numerology 

Wes‘will not present any specific calculations. Examples appear in 

I although the complexities of coherence factors were not elaborated on 

there. We will summariie all cross section contributions including those 

already presented in I. We begin by concentrating on single particle 

cross sections. We use the notation E = l-xT. Only contributions which 

are of significant size are retained. All expressions are valid only for 
h 

xT 2.15 where xa and xb (of order xT) are typically larger than x a/A 
and 

h 

Xb/B as required for use of the simple analytic approximations. Thus 

&= 63 GeV plots presented later are only completely reliable for pT's 

> 4.5 GeV/c. The trends shown below this pT value are, however, quite 

representative of more precise calculations (this is discussed more fully 

in the first Appendix of I). The results are presented as a series of 

equations. In order to indicate what subprocess underlies each contribution 

a label appears above each term. This label refers to the subprocess 

labelling of Table 2. For example, a label M 
4 

IIc refers to the ut topology 

M for qM + qM, while - 
9 

IIc refers to the ut topology for { M + 4 M. For 

proton proton scattering there is, of course, no point in labelling the 

sources of the q and M as they are both protons. In a term like MIIc 
4 

the symmetric term, M qIIc 2 is automatically included. For A=%' and B=p 

these left side labels will indicate the source. For instance MqIIc 

refers to qM -f qM (ut topology) initiated by a q from the nFTf or rr- and 

an M from the p. For gluon/quark scattering followed by fragmentation 

a label appears to the right which indicates which final state particle 

fragments. For example, IIIq cl indicates that gq scattering occurred 
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followed by q fragmentation to the observed final state particle. we do 

not indicate where the initial q and g come from (A or B) even in the x f -. 
- 

p.scatfering case. The two contributions V' + g p -f q and n' +qp+g 

followed by qg scattering have the same E power (if the q is a valence q 

for both 7~ and p>- and are lumped.together. This particular case is, in 

fact, the only case in which the reader cannot use the E power to deter- 

mine where the initial particles (assuming they are not the same, i.e. for 

49 + q! gq -+ ix Gi - - + gq and qq -t gg) came from in r 
t 

p scattering. As an 

f + example consider r p -t IT . A glance at the expression for this reaction 

indicates a g;i + gq 
( ) III;2 9 contribution with E power E . It is clear 

that the 4 came from the IT (g- 
q/r 

= 1) and the g from the p (g 
-g/P 

= 4) so 

that with gluon fragmentation (g 
+A 

= 2) the total e power is 

2 + g- 
q/IT + %3/P + g*+/g = 2+1+4+2 = 9 . 

Had the ;i come from the p and the g from the x the e power would have been 

13. In the process III cases we do not indicate the precise fractional 

breakup when more than one subprocess contributes to a given term. 

Another subtlety which might confuse the reader is the presence of 

contributions with different E power but with the same subprocess label. 

For instance in pp -+ ~~ there are two CIM terms with the label IIc but 

with E powers of 9 and 13 respectively. The higher E power as indicated 

comes from iM -+ QM (instead of qM + qM) which has the same ut topology but 

the 4 is a member of the proton sea and is characterized by g- = 7 versus 

gq/P = 
3. Kf Another case appears in pp + K- ( ) 

q/P 
; there are two III~, and two 

III:, terms. Here the difference is again whether or not a valence proton 

quark has initiated the reaction-the higher s power terms arise from s(s) 

quarks which can yield substantial contributions to K+ (K-) production. 
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The coupling constant dependence of the different subprocesses appears in 

Table 2. We have already incorporated the canonical values of Eq. (3a) 

and (3tr) in the numbers we present. Finally "direct" contributions are 

indicated by a "dir." for whichever of the incoming particles is the 

- 

-. 

direct participant. 

da 
Eq 

.95;IIc + .05;IIb 411 
q a 

+ 

.95;IIc + .05% 
q b 

+ 

111: IIIq+4 b 

3.3 

+ (13::8c) 
(), E3 + E4 

i 

E2 

.9521c + .05"II .!I1 
qb qa 
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,. - 

1119 + 6 b + III:, ;;i IIIc2+III~1 

f 

i 

dir 
qlc 

2qI 
qd 

E~(PP+PX)=;+ 342(1-E)Z [1 + .25(lk)21 + 3.9 E2 

. 22qI M e-t- l 8i1c diEI 

q b-2 
+ 426.3 + 15(1-E;p (l+E) 

/ 

+ 10-5 $ 
T I 

III:, IIP1 IIIEl 111; 

(1% +(l-:A)/ E+ (12:;3E)7E2+ 
4.1 ,3 

(l-.31@ 

III~, + 111; 

.71E4 1 
+ (.l-.21+0 

I 
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/ - 

i 

% ii M ii * 
qa 

.5qIb + .52qIe <Ic 

11 + 92 E4 + 52 ~~ 

i 

III;,. 111; c IIIb 4 
I% 

+ lo-5 $J 
T (l-Y& + (1%)8 EC + 

.35 E2 + .44 
(l-.21E)lO 

l .,I 

(1-.2e)1 I 

The cross sections for pion beams appear next. 

q 
dir11c 

2.91(1-E) 

4 dirIIb $1 

+ .ll (l-E>5 

0 

+ 
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f 
III:, + 111; IIIqcl II+ 

cl + III;, 

11fJ,+ 111i2+ III;+4 4 111: + IIIc2 
I 

dirII 
4 

airII 
C 

q 
- x' ) 

=T E3 
0 

PP-- T J.97(1-E)+.19(kj5 

b 

i 
dirII 

b s 
dirII 

C 
211 
q a 

0 

(b7)q$Ic + (:;4)31c + (.;6)qM1’b 
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:1.1 

+ 
1 \2.8, 

(l-.ls)8 
i 

The pi4 genealogy for the above equation is as for nr+ production. 

i 

dirIIb 4 
4 qlIa 

) 0 

+ .ll $ 
.ll 

. - 
+ 

The pT 
-4 genealogy for the above equation is as for IT+ prodxtion. 
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s 
dirII 

b ;i 

i 

MI1 + .6 q,qII 
0 0 q,q c .8 M c 

+ *47 (l-El5 
(1+E.) 4 

+ 7.7 

i 

'24 + 

The pi4 genealogy for the above equation is as for rrf productton. 
. - 

i 

dirI s 
2q e dir'b 

(1-&)(1+&P + [(l-&)8(1+E)2 + 

q1 11 
dir c 2q d 

+ (l-~)~ [(l+~)~ + .25(1+~)~] 

4 i .04qIa + .OIBIb + .14 MI + .81 iIc 2qI 
2q e qd 

B 2q .06iIa + .78 qIc + .16 MIe 

+ 



7T+ 
- ) 

T c5 
71-p+px ='F 

2i ii .65 MIe t .osqIb + .3’I 4a 
+ 

dir1 
2q e 

;i 24 .97 I +.03-I 2< e q e 
.94 jIc + .04;Ib + .Ol(;Ic + 

+ 

s 

f 

IIIb i 
I%2 III:, + II?, 

+ 10-5 -$ \ ,,::%, >4 ( ) 
3.0 

( i 
6.8 

PT + (E3E)S & + 
( ) 

-. E (l-Y,5 E2 t 

t 
111; 
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The quark/gluon subprocesses also, of course, lead to quark or gluon - 

jet production. The decomposition of these jet cross section contributions -' 

appear: in Tables 5 and 6. These can easily be used to reconstruct the 

single particle cross sections of the previous equations. The letters 

refer to the subprocess III labels (al, a2 . . . ). 

There is, of course, a great deal of information contained in these 

equations and tables. The goal of the following section will be to eluci- 

date the important experimental signatures for CIM and pG4 contributions 

which these equations predict. The detail kept in the equations should 

allow the reader to reproduce the individual terms and to alter them should 

he wish to employ different aM or ag values or different distribution 

function parameters. Also more detailed quantum number correlation ques- 

tions can be discussed by a close examination of the relative magnitudes 

of the various contributing terms. This is outside the scope of the present . - 

paper. 
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B. Discussion and Comparison with Data 

We begin with a comparison between the analytic expressions of the 
-c, 

previous section and data. For this purpose, we take as representative 

the data from Antreasyen et al. 21 at& = 27.4 GeV for nrt Kf p and 6 and 

the pp-tr' data at & = 62.4 GeV and 52.7 GeV from Eggert et al. and 

Clark et al. 22 and from the very high pT preliminary results of the CCOR 

group at ISR. 23 A comparison with the only existing T beam data (Donald- 

24 son et al. for n+ p-tro) appeared in Reference I. We remind the reader 

that for the CIM terms, we employ a uniform total/prompt ratio, T/P, of 

2 for meson production and 1.2 for baryon production. Mass corrections 

2 have also been included, pi-+pG + g . These are unimportant except for 

p and i production where the inverse pT power is biggest. 2 g = 1 GeV 2 

was chosen. The effects are at most a factor of 2 at pT hl 2 GeV/c. 

In Fig. 5a we compare our predictions to the& = 27.4 data for 

++ 
IT-K and p production. The QCD terms are not important for these trig- 

gers and this energy, as we emphasize later. It is clear that the v+ 

and TT- CIM predictions are in excellent agreement with experiment. The 

K+ prediction has the correct shape but is slightly larger than the data; 

very probably this is simply a consequence of our ignoring SU(3) symmetry 

breaking. The prediction for p production reveals a possible discrepancy. 

From Fig. 5a it is clear that, while agreement with data is excellent for 

pT < 4 GeV/c, the CIM prediction lies above the data by a factor 2 - 3 

for the larger pT values. An examination of the CIM forms reveals that 

this excess is entirely due to the "direct" contributions (with lowest 

e powers) in which one proton is a direct participant in the subprocess 

4P -f 4P. These direct contributions are an inherent feature of the 
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subprocess expansion and continuing failure to observe them in future 

higher pT measurements at this moderate energy (so that E is small and 

-direcT terms enhanced) would be surprising. 

In Fig. 5b, the 6 = 27.4 GeV data for K‘- production is compared 

to our predictions. While the us = .15 choice will be'more thoroughly 

motivated shortly (by comparing to pp+~'), it is clear from the graph 

that the pG4 QCD terms are an important component of the cross section 

at the higher p 
T values. The case for their presence is, however, far 

from conclusive here. Indeed the CIM prediction, while lying below the 

data, has exactly the right shape. 

A more convincing case for the presence of pi4 terms is that based 

on i production at v's = 27.4 GeV, Fig. 5c. Here it is clear that while 

the CIM terms describe the cross section at low p T remarkably well (es- 

pecially given our guess work for G;ip which enters into. the major CIM 

contribution), they fall systematically low for p T 2 4.5 GeV/c. Indeed 

there would be a factor of - 20 discrepancy at p 
T - 6 GeV/c without the 

QCD - pG4 contributions. One should note that thea s = .15 choice which 

is made for pp-tr' is approximately correct for this situation. Of course, 

gluon fragmentation to a p, which is an important ingredient in the p -4 
T 

component, must be regarded as uncertain in normalization. One further 

interesting observation is possible. The British-French-Scandinavian 

ISR collaboration has shown 25 that the same side momentum associated with 

a p rises dramatically for pT > 4 GeV/c while other triggers show much 

smaller effects. In our approach, this is clearly a signal for the onset 

of P 
-4 
T subprocess dominance; the fragmenting quark/gluon producing the p 

retains a reasonable fraction of its total momentum which appears in same 

side hadrons. 
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The most convincing case for the existence of a crossover between - 

CIM contributions and QCD-pi4 terms is that based on ISR energy pp-+n'X, 
-. 

mostly because of the extensiveness of the data. The need for pi4 terms 

is most apparent at 4; = 62.4 GeV, Fig. 6a. For pT 's below 6 GeV/c, we 

use the data of Eggert et al. 22 
which agree with that of the CCRS group. 23 

For 6 < pT < 13 GeV/c, we show the data of Clark et al. 22 and the pre- 

liminary CCOR data. 23 As was shown in Section I, the CIM terms are in 

excellent agreement with the data in shape and, especially, normalization 

for pT 's below 6 GeV/c. Figure 6a shows that the CCOR and Clark et al. 

higher pT data at 6 = 62.4 GeV, however, deviate very systematically 

from the CIM terms alone. Inclusion of QCD-pi4 terms with-.a = .15 
S 

restores virtually perfect agreement with the CCOR data. The data of 

Clark et al. are slightly higher in the pT < 8 GeV/c region and are not 

in exact agreement with the prediction. At -\I; = 52.7; we show the 

Eggert et al. 22 
and CCRS 23 data for pT < 8 GeV/c in Fig. 6b and the new 

Clark et al. 22 and preliminary CCOR 23 data for pT > 5 GeV/c in Fig. 6c. 

Here it appears, Fig. 6c, that the CCOR data do not require pi4 terms 

while the R702 data of Clark et al. do. The pq4 terms, in T' production, 

are relatively insensitive to the poorly determined gluon decay normaliza- 

tion, rather depending primarily on the quark decay functions determined 

from e+e- annihilation data. Hence, it is clear, at least at & = 62.4, 

that neither CIM nor p -4 
, T terms are separately able to describe the data 

over the entire p T range. In some respects a meson spectrum is, however, 

a difficult place to see p -4 
T terms; even at p T = 13 GeV/c, the CIM de- 

viates from CIM + p i4 by less than a factor of 10. The PT -12 falloff in 

6 production, of CIM terms, brings pi4 contributions into play much more 
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quickly. A second systematic study of 6 production over an extended pT 

range would be very helpful. In any case, several distinct sets of data 

show si.gns of pi4 behavior at pT values which are consistent with one very 

reasonable choice for c1 
S’ 

In order to emphasize the general features of the crossover between 

CIM and pg4 contributions we present a series of graphs of the ratio 

R= 
E -$- (CIM) + E $$ (Pi4) 

. 

E d3p 
do (CIM) 

(46) 

When R rises above the value 2 pg4 terms have become dominant. In 

Fig. 7a we show R for pp 3; p K- and IT' at & = 27 GeV. From this graph 

it is immediately clear that pi4 terms are never substantial for p and 

Tr" production but that for F and K- production (in general, "exotic" 

particle production) they play an important role at the higher pT values. 

Interesting structure in R is apparent as one approaches the phase space 

boundary-R(pp + K-) remains large while R(pp -f 5) approaches 1. These 

behaviors reflect the s powers of the contributing terms. For instance 

the lowest e power for c production occurs in the CIM terms which thus 

dominate as c + 0 at the boundary. The 4s = 63 GeV graph of these same 

R's, Fig. 7b, shows the higher energy systematics. There is a hierarchy 

of crossovers; py4 becomes dominant first for 6 then for p, then K-, 

then TO. (The phase space boundary structure is present but is off the 

. - 

plot.) This hierarchy is easily understood. The p and p production CIM 

-12 terms have pT behavior which decays rapidly, exposing the pi4 terms. 

The CIM pi8 contributions to K- and no production take longer to be- 

come negligible. For a given class of hadron (baryon vs. meson) the 
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"exotic" particle having no valence quarks in common with the beam always - 

has a substantially suppressed normalization for its CIM terms; the pi4 -. 

contri&tions coming from gluon decay are not suppressed for such an exotic 

hadron (though the quark decay contributions are). Thus the exotic parti- 

cles such as 6 and K- always shoti p i4 behavior sooner than their- non- 

exotic counterparts p and IT', respectively. 

In Figs. 8a, 8b, and 8c we illustrate the dependence of R, for pro- 

duction of a given particle type, on the type of incoming beam. Figure 8a 

does this for r' production. It is clear that there is a strong beam 

dependence. For instance R is biggest at any given energy for V- p -+ ?;t, 

for which the CIM terms are somewhat suppressed in normalization due to the 

. - 

r' being "exotic" relative to the IT-. The graphs for TI- production are 

essentially an isospin flipped version of those for $ production. The 

R's for K+ production are very similar to those for IT' production in 

shape-the magnitude of R for r' p + K+ is always somewhat bigger than that 

for r' p + IT' which has substantial "direct" CIM contributions. 

The R's for K- production, Fig. 8b, exhibit some interesting peculiar- 

ities as E -f 0 near the phase space boundary. For the proton beam 

R(pp + K-) rises monotonically to large values as E -+ 0. For the r+ beam 

R(r+p -+ K-) rises, falls and then approaches a constant as s += 0. For 

the IT- beam R(IT-p + K‘-) always approaches 1 as E -t 0. As always these 

behaviors reflect the varying E powers predicted for the CIM contributions 

in these cases and constitute an interesting test of the subprocess 

expansion framework. It is unfortunate that the cross sections are so 

small in the E +- 0 limit. In general, as explained previously, R(K‘-) is 

much larger than R(.IT') for a given beam type. 
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Figure 8c compares R(.T-p -f p) and R(r+p -+ p); they are substantially 

the same at all energies. Similarly a comparison of R(lr+p + E) to R(.rr-p -f p) -. 

would -veal results that are virtually identical at every energy but 

substantially larger than those for p production. As expected, CIM contri- 

butions in the p case are small except for E-+ 0 and at.low PT.- 

As a general note, it is not clear that the "modified py4" models 

such as that of Feynman and Field 4,14 would yield such systematic dif- 

ferences between the various types of produced particles and beams. These 

systematics, if verified, will be strong support for non-leading pT power 

terms which depend on the trigger particle as predicted by the CIM. 

In summary, it is clear that for most reactions the region of CIM 

dominance is, in fact, relatively small. By far the bulk of phase space 

at high energies is pi4 dominated. Only the experimental limitations of 

low energy and low to moderate pT have made the CIM terms play such an 
. - 

important role. Nonetheless their success in describing this region of 

data is an important test of our basic picture of hadronic bound states 

in QCD. 

Within the pi4 dominated realm it is interesting, especially with 

regard to correlations to investigate the relative roles of the various 

quark/gluon subprocesses. We do this in Figs. 9a-9d, for pp collisions, 

where the ratios of the various p -4 
T subprocesses relative to gg -t gg for 

', 71 p, K- and p production are presented. 

For IT+ and p production, Figs. 9a and 9b, the qq + qq 
bn+,P 

subprocess 

dominates at low e, e < .4. The balancing jet to the trigger nr+ or p 

is a quark. For moderate E values, .8 > E > .4, the subprocess gq -f gq 

LIT + YP 
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is dominant. The balancing jet is a gluon jet. Gluon jets should exhibit 

stronger dN fall off as x -f 1 than the quark jets of e+e- dx annihilation 

em ~ and should have a higher jet multiplicity. According to the gluon radia- 

tion theory of multiplicity 18 <I-l> = 2 
gluon jet 4 

<n> 
quark jet' Ass+1 

the gg -+ gg subproeess becomes slightly more important than g 

LT + ?P 
E + 

Tr YP 
but, again, the balancing jet is gluonic in origin. Note that if the 

"modified py4" approach which employs only pF4 type subprocess is correct 

at lower pT 
( 
2<pT<8y 

) 
for FNAL and ISR energies then, since 

E > .4, a gluon jet (not a quark jet) should balance the trigger particle. 

The rough similarity 26 of the opposite side jet for 1~ triggers, as measured 

at ISR, to the quark jets of e+e- annihilation and deep inelastic scat- 

tering argues against this model and in favor of the CIM qM + qM dominant 

subprocess. (Where CIM terms dominate, quark jets (or possibly resonance 

jets) balance all trigger types.) However the lack of scaling 26 in the 
. - 

45' data makes any firm conclusion impossible. 

For K- and c production, Figs. 9c and 9d, the subprocess qg -+ qg 

LF K- 
dominates for E < -55 - .6 while gg + gg dominantes for E > .55 - .i. 

L P,K- 
The typical jet balancing the trigger switches from quark to gluonic origin. 

Of course the precise ratios are sensitive to the precise normalization of the 

gluon decay functions. 

A similar discussion could be given for 71 beams. The tabulated 

-4 results for pT processes may be used by the reader for this purpose. 

Another interesting way of revealing the transition from CIM to pi4 

domination is through ratios such as 

T-p-t ii 7r-p+lT- 
PP-t fi , PP+n- 

, and IT p-t p . 
PP-+ P 
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For instance in the CIM dominated regime the ratio IT ' j E is very large. 
PP -f P 

This is easily demonstrated intuitively by noting that both c CIM cross 
c, 

-. 

sections are typified by graphs in which a secondary % arises from the 

proton and scatters via ut topology, <B -+ @, or via st topology, qE + qE. 

(The latter is significant only for pp collisions.) Thus a rough approx- 

imation is 

E $- (r-p + 8 E~~C(~N)~,~C~N),,, 
22+11+1-12 r(3)r(13) & 

%I r(14) 900 

E $- (PP -+ ;) dp 2c (fN)B,p (fN>4/p 
22+11+7-12 l'@)T(13) & 

r(20) 90°, 
El9 

-I 

+ (fN) 
22+11+3-12 r(5>r(l3) a lb 15 - 

dP r (16) 900 E I 
(47) 

E-+1 .om 2l r(3)/rW) 80 
% x37 . 

.ol 27 ;;;, 80 + .I 23# 2) 

Note that the somewhat uncertain (fN>z,p cancels and the extra 2 in the 

denominator is from beam target symmetry in the pp case. The big ratio 

arises primarily because of the factorials which are least detrimental 

in the highly asymmetric g- 
q/n = 1 gg/p = 11 case. In comparison much 

smaller ratios at any given E are expected in a QCD dominated realm. 

Figure 10a illustrates this more explicitly. We plot the above ratio for: 
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i) QCD pF4 contributions only to both cross sections, labeled QCD; 

ii) CIM pi4 contributions only to both cross sections, labeled CIM; 

iii.J pi4 + CIM contributions present in the mixture predicted by our 

calculations, labeled QCD -t CIM. 

We see that at low pT the predicted ratio, QCD -I- CIM, is near the 

CIM dominance value. As pT increases it exhibits a sudden drop to the 

-4 
PT result. This transition is apparent at both energies, & = 27 GeV 

and &= 63 GeV, but is most striking at the latter. The fact that the 

CIM contribution to p production in pion beams is much larger than for 

proton beams, correlates with the fact that the crossover point for pi4 

contributions will be correspondingly higher. In fact at FNAL energies 

-12 
PT CIM contributions'dominate rr+ p -f 6 X for all pT whereas in 

PP + 5 X Pi4 contributions are dominant over a substantial range of pT. 

The "modified pG4" approach of Feynman and Field4 probably would, in its 

simplest form,yield a less striking contrast between these two reactions. 

Equally striking transitions are predicted for the ratio 

TpF z L, Fig. lob. Here QCD + CIM starts out at the CIM value at low pT 

deviates toward the QCD value in the middle pT range (for & = 63 GeV) and 

then returns to the CIM value near the phase space boundary where low E 

powers cause the CIM contributions to dominate. 

Finally a ' j 'r; 
PP -+ IT 

shows a similar back and forth transition at 

&= 63 GeV (both are CIM dominated at c = 27 GeV). Again pure CIM and 

pure QCD are very different at any given value of pT so that a measurement 

of this ratio would clearly indicate if a single type of subprocess 

(CIM vs. QCD) was controlling both cross sections. 
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As a final note we give in Table 7 the energy dependence of the 

various cross sections as characterized by the ratio E -!$- (.& = 63)/ 
dP 

-. 
- -' 

E.s 6 = 27). As expected 6 production exhibits the strongest increase 

with energy-the high E power causes it to increase rapidly as E -f 1 in a 

CIM realm and the- switchover to QCD causes a-swift rise.with energy. QCD 
-4 

PT terms alone would not lead to such strong variations with energy. 

C. Jet Cross Sections 

We may use the quark and gluon cross sections of Table 5 to compute 

the pi4 jet cross section contributions for pp scattering. The CIM jet 

contributions were summarized in I. With our more precise T/P values 

etc. a few modifications appear. 

doCm 
ETq (PI? + jet <meson induced))% 2 N(M*) E $$- (pp + n (prompt)) 

da ‘% 4o E dsp + n(tota1) (48) 

where we took a T/P value of 2 and chose N(M*)=40 corresponding to the 

number of meson resonances, M 
* 

, produced at high pT(e.g. 36 for the spin 0 

and spin 1 nonets with statistical weighting plus . ..>. The explicit 2 is 

for triggering on either the meson jet or the opposite quark jet (in the 

qM + qM subprocess case). Similarly for N(B*)=35 baryon resonances and a 

T/P value of 1.2 for baryons. 
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do 'IM 
Ezq (pp -f jet (baryon induced)) 

da 'L 2 NCB*) E dsp 
( 
PP -f ~Cprompt) ) 

70 da 
ILi-TE d"p 

-f p(total) 

(49) 

'L 2.92 x lo4 E7/P;2 

The total/prompt ratios, being smaller than originally proposed in I, 

increase the CIM jet cross sections somewhat over the values given there. 

Several features of the CIM and QCD results are noteworthy. - 

1. For the pk4 terms the probability of a quark jet versus a gluon 

jet changes with E. 

.455 

E -$- (pp -t q or i jet) -x?=l 
> 

Eq da (PP 
s .5 moderate E 

+ g jet> -+=ass+O 

(50) 

2. -12 For the CIM pT and pi8 contributions, 50% of the jets arise 

from quarks and 50% from mesonic resonances. 

3. For typical FNAT, energies CIM contributions are smaller than 

-4 
PT 

GeV contributions for pT > 4 - . 
C 

We may, of course, compare our pre- 

dicted total jet cross section to experiment. The data depends on the 

experiment 27,28 ; we compare to the University of Washington collaboration 27 

(with data at pLab = 340 GeV/c and 100 GeV/c i.e. & = 25.3 and 13.8 GeV) 

which has the widest angle calorimeter and obtains the largest cross 
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sections. Figure 11 shows the comparison. A shift by 1.5 GeV/c in 

'T 
jet produces good agreement. In other words particles with a total 

transve;se momentum of 1.5 GeV/c would have to be misidentified as be- 

longing to the jet in order for experiment and theory to agree. The ex- 

-_ 

perimental group estimates misidentification amounts to 'no more than 600-700 

MeV/c. Similar discrepancies may be present for all jet production models. 

The CIM predicts that some fraction of the time the observed jet 

should consist of only one particle. This fraction is computed as 

Single Particle Jet =CIM x 1 X 1 

All Jets -4 -z iii 
pT 

fraction probability number of stable parti- 
dominated of resonance cles divided by the 
by CIM. vs. quark jet total number of stable 

for CIM terms. particles + resonances 

1 . 
=- 

60 - & for 4 < pTJet < 5 GeV/c 

This small fraction is consistent with the absence of such a single particle 

effect in the data of the Malamud et al. 29 at approximately the 2% level. 

CONCLUSION 

We have, of course, not discussed all aspects of either the CIM or 

the pg4 contributions in this paper. However, even at the simplest level, 

of single particle cross sections, clear and systematic signals mark the 

transition from the sub-asymptotic pT -12 domain, dominated by CIM pT and 

-8 
pT contributions, to asymptotic pg4 behavior. A complete set of higher 

pT measurements of cross sections for all trigger particle types and beams 

should provide a good test of the subprocess expansion-dimensional counting 

approach. "Modified py4" models (based on elementary QCD subprocesses 
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only) use scaling violations and/or quark and gluon kT fluctuations to 

mask the elementary QCD behavior. These effects, however, are largely ^ 
- ~' intrimic to the colliding particles and hence will effect all types of 

produced particle similarly. The dependence of cross section behavior 

(especially the location of any transition zone) on trigger particle type 

is thus likely to be minimal. Another contrast is that in the "modified 

-4,, 
pT approach the opposite side jet, balancing the trigger particle, should 

be predominately of gluonic origin (for current experimental E: ranges); 

experimentally these opposite side jets look like e+e- and deep inelastic 

quark jets. 

No model, it seems will be able to describe the very large jet cross 

sections obtained by the most recent FNAL collaboration unless an unaccept- 

ably large value of as is employed. However, the experimental definition 

of a jet may still be a source of difficulty in making comparisons to 

. - theory. Thus, we hope that the results presented here will encourage ex- 

perimentalists to continue detailed high pT studies of single particle 

cross sections. Though the role of asymptotic freedom corrections in in- 

clusive high pT measurements and their effect on dimensional counting is 

far from understood, the successes of exact dimensional counting in de- 

scribing exclusive cross sections and form factors leads us to anticipate 

that these ASF corrections will be small and our calculated single particle 

cross sections reliable. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
- 

1. The structure of a typical subprocess contribution to A+B+C+X. 
-. 

- ~' Secondary particles a and b are at low transverse momentum relative 4 

to A and B. C and c have low relative transverse momentum. 

2. a) A Feynman diagram whose asymptotic expansion yields two p -4 
-T 

sub- 

process configurations, qq +- qq and qg -+ qg. 

b) Another diagram with a qq -t qq, pk4 expansion term but with non- 

leading, pi6 contributions from gM + q<. 

In both cases we imagine the upper quark line to be the trigger 

particle. 

3. a) Emission of a gluon which has become an integral part of the 

hadronic proton wave function. 

b) Point-like gluon emission from a quark in the proton. 

4. a) Comparison of our simplified fragmentation distributions for mesons 

with data from DASP. The cross section is that for e+e- + V+ + 

e+e- + n-. 

b) Comparison of DASP data for 2(efe- + p') with the theoretical pre- 

dictions expressed in terms of x 
P' 

5. a) Data for E -$$ (pp -f r+, 7~-, K+, p) at G = 27.4 from Antreasyen 

et. al. is compared to theory. pi4 terms are not important in these 

plots. 

b) Corresponding plot for pp -+ K-. CIM and pi4 contributions and 

their sum are indicated separately. 

c) pp -f 5 as in b). 
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7. 

8. 

9. 
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a) Data for E d3p A- (PP -t so) at fi = 62.4 is compared to the theoreti- 
- 

cal prediction over a wide range of pT. CIM and pi4 contributions __ 

are again indicated separately. Note that the overlap between the 

Eggert et al. data 22 and the CCOR data 23 at pT%6 GeV/c increases the 

reliability of the determination es = .15 (.for the pT4 terms). 

b) Comparison of moderate pTdata at 6 = 52.7 GeV from Eggert et al. 22 

and CCRS 23 to the model. Over this region CIM terms dominate. 

c) Comparison of high pT data at & = 52.7 GeV from Clark et al. 22 

and CCOR23 to the CIM terms alone and to CIM + pi4. 

-4 
pT + CIM 

a) Plot of theoretical predictions for R = CIM at & = 27 GeV. 

R=2 marks the transition from CIM to pG4 behavior. 

b) Same at & = 63 GeV. 

a) Plot of R (defined in 7a)) for pp + T+, ~+p -+ n', and n-p -+ n+ 

at two energies, & = 27 GeV and & = 63 GeV; The & = 27 GeV curves 

are those which terminate at pT Max(27) etc. Higher energy curves 

Max follow the obvious extrapolation--one rescales as the pT range is 

increased with increasing energy. 

b) Corresponding plots of R for K- production. 

c) Corresponding plots of R for .rr-p -t p and r'p + p. The PP +P 

curves can be seen in Fig. 7a) and b). 

a) Contributions to 7;f production from the important py4 subprocesses 

relative,to that from gg + gg 
bT+ 

as a function of E = l-XT. 

b) As in a) for K- production. 

c) As in a) for p production. 

d) As in a) for p' production. 
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10. a) Plot of the ratio 

E.-$- (ITT-P -f i;) 

E% CPP +P) 

as a function of pT at & = 27 GeV and & = 63 GeV. Three curves at 

each energy are shown. That expected for CIM terms alone, -for QCDL 

pG4 terms alone and for the theoretically predicted mixture of QCD 

and CIM terms. (.os = .15 is employed). 

b) Corresponding plots for IT-P +- p versus pp + p. 

c) Corresponding plots for r-p + rr- versus pp -+ IT-. 

11. Wide angle calorimeter jet cross sections from Ref.27 at & = 13.8 GeV 

and 25.3 GeV compared to .prediction from combining CIM and pi4 contri- 

butions. as = .15 is used to normalize the pi4 yields. A shift of 

Ql.5 GeVfc in pT is required for agreement. The pG4 contribution 

alone is also indicated and shows that CIM terms are.insignificant 

above pT Q4 GeV/c. 
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APPENDIX A: Charge Constraint Compatibility 

In our calculations we have used simplified fragmentation function 

forms_S_which do not appear to satisfy charge constraints. In this appen- 

dix we explicitly demonstrate the modifications to our fragmentation func- 

tion forms which-are required so that the charge constraint is satisfied. 

These modifications will be unimportant in the large x region where we 

work. For definiteness we consider only the u and u from IT+ case, 

but the generalization to other cases is obvious. 

The momentum fraction and charge constraints to be satisfied are: 

1 
f&=.08= xG 

7r+ J 
0 

-$ (x)dx 

fU= 
?r+ 

.Ol =/l 4 x G - (x)dx 
0 

- G -!?- (x) dx . . -i ) a 

(AlI 

(A21 

(A3) 

We further adopt the parameterization 

x G 5 (x) =xG$+V(x) (A4) 
7T 71 

where V(x) is a function representative of the difference between the 

valence and non-valence or 'sea' quark distributions per color, yet to be 

determined. 

Experimental evidence suggests 30 that the non-valence or 'sea' quark 

distributions follow the dimensional counting form for all x (even x + 0); 

so we take the standard form 

x G 5 (x) = 
;+ = .06 (l-~>~ . (A5) 

IT 

In addition, dimensional counting for G 5 as x +- 1 requires V(x) s l-x; 
7T 

x -t 1. We expect that as x -t 0, V(x) + 0 like x so that the Pomeron 

theoreum will hold. Consequently we parameterize V(x) by 
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- 

-. 

(A6) 

1-G Continuity of V(x) requires that V2 = Vl 7 and we establish contact with 
5 

our standard form for Gx by requiring 
IT+ 

Vl = (l+g -$) N(F) f -$ = .18 (See Table 3) 

At this point we have two equations in the two unknowns 

More explicitly we must solve for 4 and f from: 

where 

/ 

1 
13 - = vex) dx 

0 x 

.07 =/' V(x) dx 
0 

V(x) = .18 (1-G) 
2 
x<xG 

I 

.18 (l-x) XG 

-18 ox 
: 

X4? . 

G and H. 

(A7) 

w3) 

W) 

The solution of Equations (A7) and (A8) gives 1; M .42 and E FZ 7.9 X 10 
-2 

which leads to 

I 
.18 (l-x) + .06 (1-x)' x>.42 

xG" r+ w = .18 (l-.42) + .06 (l-~)~ 7.9x10-2<x<.42 (Al01 

1.2~10~~ + .06(1-~)~ x<7.9xlO -2 
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as our modified fragmentation function consistent with the charge con- 

straint. Since the (l-~)~ part of (AlO) is severly suppressed both 

numeri?ally and by a higher (1-xT) power in the cross section, the effec- 

tive fragmentation function agrees identically with our standard form in 

the large x region where we work; Thus we see that our'simplified quark 

fragmentation functions can be made to be consistent with charge con- 

straints without modifying the large x behavior. 
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TABLE 1* 

Class I (pT12) 

Class II (pi’) 

Class m (pi4 ) 

qc’ 
x 

qa + . . . dff _ ra2 - - -2 s2t t2 8 s2 ___ 
qR qB di [ ( 4 s2+u2+s 

52 3 t2 aR “2 - -V’JTsaP ) 1 - 
4 a 

x 

qs 

+ . . . 

5 % 
I 

9 4 + . . . g g ( )I 
f3 

*All crass sections equally appiicable under particle -antiparticle replacement. -a 
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5. 

TABLE 2 

Class 1 (N,,h’ t) 

7i-a2 B/P=. 

Ia <:20 .I~) (:2 Icx :‘80 

*‘BaM Mf&= l 

=d (:8 lex :32 

Class II 

=c1 w- ( 49): 55 mc2 (gq--99): 55 

ad (44 -gg): 9 

Df gg-gg) :y 
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TABLE 3 

Distribution Function Parameters 

-cI 

a/A ga/A 
A 
X f a a/A 

N 
a/A 

f a/A Na/A 

u/P 3 .2 .l 

d/p 3 .2 -067 

s,s,u,a/p 7 0 .Ol 

dP 4 0 .0625 

WP 1 .6 .l 

G/P 9 .2 ,036 

M/P 5 

B/P 3 

B/P 11 

q/n=q/a 
(valence) 

q/a=;i/n 
(non-valence) 

2q/n=2q/n 

2 

3 

proton primary 

.3 .l 

.315 -12 

.2 .06 

pion primary 

.3 .083 

0 .Ol 

.0625 1 

1.22 .122- 

1.22 .082 

1 .Ol 

1 .0625 

1.6 .16 

2.66 .095 

2.4 .24 

1.6 .192 

3.64 .221 

1.1 .0913 

1 .Ol 

2.1 .21 

M/n 3 .4 .1 2.1 .21 

B/IT=B/~T 5 .33 .08 2.8 .22 
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TABLE 4 

Fragmentation Function Parameters 

c/c 

+ T/U 

gc/c 

c=quark 

1 

aC/c 

.5 

T-/U 

P/u 

n/u 

5 

3 1.0 

p/u=iT/u 7 1.0 

c=gluon 

P/g 4 .9 

7;f/s 2 .5 - 
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TABLE 7 

Ratio of Production Cross Sections 

(G = 63 GeV)/(&= 27 GeV) 

Beam and 
Trigger Type 

4 8 12 - 

+ 
PP + r 

PP + K- 

PP -+ P 

PP + F 

+ 
3Tp+lI 

+ 

7Tp-tl-l 
+ 

“+p -+ K- 

“-p -f K- 

"'P + P 

T-P + P 

Tr+p -f p 

IT-p + i; 

7.8 351 1.3x107 

15.5 1897 6.3x108 

3.4 33.3 1.5x103 

25.9 9368 3 .2X101’ 

3.7 18.1 4.4x102 

5.8 141 2.1x105 

8.9 435 4.2~10~ 

5.2 101 l.?X105 

4.6 117 1.3x103 

6.1 275 3.9x103 

15.1 1207 1.4x107 

15.4 1026 1.0x107 
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